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CHAPTER 2- QUBITS

[Considering quantum bits and quantum circuits]

- Classical information theory -> strings ofIs and OS
↳ In this case, when considering an individual bit, itdoesn'tprovide a huge amountofinformation
and is not themostinteresting

- Quantum world - quantum bits [qubits")
↳ These provide a whole range ofdifferent cases and mathematical scenarios

↳ I single-qubit interference is the fundamald building block for quantum computing

Now Let Us Investigate and Understand This In More Detail ...

I COMPOSING QUANTUM OPERATIONS

- To understand this in detail, letus consider the most simple case

↳Quantum interference in the simplest possible computing machine

↳ Here, there are two computational states: 10) and (1)

↳ The machine begins in state 10) before it"evolves"with a number of computational
steps which transitions the machine between its states

↳ The output state, denoted as 14) can be seen as such!

14) =x010) + k, 11)

i two output states are reached according to the probabilitycoefficients of40 and K,

- In themore general case, each computational step can be calledU and sends state (K)
to state 11) Where K,1=0, 1 with some amplitude UIK:

11) - SUx11)
In thestateevolvesintostatewith probabilityamplitudeuk

and probabilityIU,e



- Considering this, my computational step U can be seen by matrix:

considers all

Vic=[?] transition amplitudes

↳Here, Wik represents amplitude of transition from the respective states (K) and 11
↳ Each entry is unitary - since their moduli squared are probabilities

↳ UTV =UUt=1, where It is adjointmatrix

- This can also be represented by a diagram:
Voo

102 ⑧ I 8 10)

Vol sUco
117 ⑳ I ⑧ 117

U,I

- Now:Letus conside quantum interference with two steps, U and V

What amplitude that input 11 will generale (m)? We mustconsider every
case, as on the diagram ...

Voo Voo

102 ⑧ I 8 10) ⑧ I 8 10)

Vol Vol 7
,O

117 ⑳ us
Vic
· 117 ⑳ us · 117

- This shows all the possible output examples with each combined computational path

= 10) and 11): by route 10)
- 10) - 14) [UoVoo]

·by route 10) -> 11) - (1) (V,UIo]

·: Total amplitude =VioVoo+ Vn Uio

where the interface term is I VioVoo+VViol



- More generally therefore:

1k > -> Unl 112 -> EUncli)

- And composing the two, we apply U and then V:

113 - SU (Vm(m>)
the matricies, which takes care of

-E) VmU) (m) the multiplication and addition of

= ESVU)m 1m>
I in another way, we can multiplyamplitudes corresponding to each path

2 QUANTUM BITS (QUBITS)

- Atwo statemachine as described can also be called a qubit

I for an atom 107 is ground state and 11 the excited state

↳ Some pulses oflightcan take atoms between 10) and (1) States

↳ Other prises oflight
can take the atom intostates with no classical analogue

↳ These are coheant superpositions of 10) and (1)
a qubitin 10) with some amplitude to and in 117 with some amplitude in ,

This can be seen as (4) =4010) +x, 14) = (Wi]

Therefore, a concluding setofscenarios can be seen as:

.

⑳
·

107 11) 14



- We know from Born's rule that to and , cannot be arbitrary complex numbers and
must satisfy (4012

+1k.= 1

↳ We can thus draw a state vector geometrically...

Wemust take this with a pinch of salt
since amplitudes AREcomplexnumbers

Therefore Ko and K, cannotbe drawn as

I-dimension vectors, although it provides
a good generd understanding

We can describe the new qubit computation V with our matrixrepresentation:

The qubitstate modification can be seen as:

14) -> 14' =UIY)

Which we can write as?

[E!= (YY'] [i]
e Operation U turns the state (4), withcomponents a into 14 =U14)

with components kn
=Uin K

AS ACONCLUDINGTHOUGHT:

- Qubit is a quantum system where booker States O and I are represented by
a prescribed pair ofstats (0) and (1)

- The coherentsuperposition can be written as

14) =4010) + k11)

such that (Kol+ 1 K.l= 1



3 QUANTUM GATES AND CIRCUIT

- Qubits (eg atoms, trappedions, molecules, nuclear spins) can be used to implement
simple quantum interference and thus computation

- Any manipulations on qubits have to be performed by physicallyadmissible
operations which are represented by unay transformations

SOME DEFINITIONS:

- Quantum Logic Gate - Device which performs a fixed unitary operation on selected
gubits in a fixed period of time

- Quantum Circuit - Device consisting of quantum logic gates whose computational steps
are synchronised in time

- Circuit Size - The number ofgates it contains

- Circuit Depth
- Number oflayers of gates in a circuit
(gates can be layered where they operate simultaneously)

- Using these definitions, a unitary U acting. On a single qubitcan be represented
diagrammatically as:

↳ quantum wire
U

carrying qubits between
I operations

U V

This shows two gates acting on the same gubit, U followed by U

↳
can be described by matrix product VV



4 SINGLE QUBIT INTERFERENCE
-

V. IMPORTANT

- Constructed as a sequence of three elementary operations:

① The Hadamard Gate

② APhase-Shift Gate

③ The Hadamard Gate (again)

107 H8 H cos? 10] - i sin? (1)

- We have seen these before in the previous seminar. other
notation

-> It)
Hadamard H =[i-1) less is -1 - >

10)
Phase.Shift Re =[ ] I? eit)

- These gates are FUNDAMENTAL - They will prop up over again

- Quantum vs Classical Computers

Quantum computers are not necessarily quicker than classical computers-
te

⑭They can implementquantum algorithms, some faster than classical ones

They do not just"do all the computations at once
"

↓

*They rely on thoughtfully using interference, either destructive or constructive,
to modify problems

The power ofquantum computing comes from quantum interference



- When considering this sequence H Pelt, we can express this as the productofthe
three matricies to show the transition amplitudes between states 10) and 11):

!_!][ei] [!-!]=ei[_Enz - isin Y2 Icos 412

- We can say that the majority of the time the input state is 10). Thereforewe
Scan follow the interfence circuit tep by step:

Preparesequally weighted
10) Ie (10) +(1)) superposition of107 and (1)

controls entire evolution and

# (10) +e"(1)) determines output

closes interference by bringing
Hecost (0) - isn't (t) paths together

Overall theprobability offinding the qubitin either 10) or 11) are:

↓
Pr(0) =cos z

Pr (I)=sin2

Thus, the Hadomard-Phase Shift-Hadamard can be seen as a fundamental quantum computation
↳0 We prepare different computational paths [Hadomard]

② We evaluate function which introduces phase shifts [Phase-Shifts]

③ We bring together computational paths [Hadamard]



5THE SQUARE ROOT OFNOI=
- In this section, we mustconsider how quantum logic challenges
conventional logic

Letus pose the question:

Design a gate that tes on a single bit which, when followed by anopera
identical gate, the output is always the negation of the input.

we can denote the resulting logic gate as NOTso that ...

- In conventional logic, considering truth tables, this is impossible - no operation can exist

↳
BTitdoes exist ...
--

nor=(i." ii] =(eieE]-

This works sink

[ii] [iii] =[i]

As with previously, we can denote this as the evolution ofstates

10) , wo, (ei* 10b + ei/17], wo, 14)
In
any representation, quantum theory explains the behaviour ofNoF
↳ Therefore. Notmust exist as the exists a physical model for itin nature



6GATES GALORE

- We have seen the phase gate already in qubit interference:

Py =ben] 10) 1 S 10)[ 11) I e411)

However, there arethree specific examples of phase gates.

global phase factor-eit

Additionally, states which differ by a
global phase are indistinguishable

↓
Note: Phase gates can be written as either

Since phase gale Or is only
-
-

Pr =(ben] =[ii] 3 defined up to aglobal phase factor

Where the second version is useful as it has determinantof 1 and belongs to a group
which is called SU(2)

Phase flip Z is arguably the most important since it is one ofthe Parli
operators ...

↳ Rimas will discuss this in the next talk


